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Abstract—System reliability of an offshore power plant with several gas turbine engines is analyzed in this study to 

understand the failure intensity of a selected gas turbine engines under varying maintenance activities. A set of event data 

of a selected gas turbine engine is considered to identify system failure intensity levels, where unknown maintenance actions 

were implemented (i.e. various repairs disturb the failure rate). A non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) is used to 

model the age dependent failure intensity of the same gas turbine engine and the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 

approach for calculating the respective model parameters is proposed. Several failure intensity rates (i.e. varying failure 

trends) in these models (i.e. during the system age of the gas turbine engine) are observed.  Furthermore, these varying 

failure trend models are evaluated with actual failure events of the same gas turbine engine by considering two goodness-

of-fit tests: Cramer-von Mises and Chi-square tests.  Finally, system reliability of the gas turbine engine under the failure 

transition, failure intensity, mission reliability and mean time between failures (MTBF) is also discussed in this study. 
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Nomenclature 
2

MC  The value of the Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test 

.  The expectation function 

iH  The ith hypothesis 

 .L  The likelihood function 

 .M̂  The estimated mean time between failures 

(.)N  The number of system failures 

dN  The number of data intervals of the Chi-square test 

iN  The observed number of system failures in ith data intervals of  the Chi-square test 

in  The number of failures during the time period  ii tt 1  

n  The number of time periods,  ii tt 1 , during the operational period T 

.  The probability function 

P  
The  -th  

2
1     percentile for a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.   

 .R  The mission reliability 

itt,  The system age 

T The operational period  

  SSi TT ,  The (ith) starting system age at the operational period T 

  EEi TT ,  The (ith) ending system age at the operational period T 

iX  The time period for the ith system failure (from  0t ) 

LU  The value of the Laplace trend test 

  

  
  The significance level  

 , ̂  The actual and estimate system parameters of the NHPP ( 0 ) 

UBLB  ,  The approximate   1001  percent lower and upper confidence bounds for   

  The unbiased estimator for   

  The significance level 

î  the expected number of failures in the i-th data interval of the Chi-square test 

 , ̂  The actual and estimated system parameters (i.e. Failure rate) of the NHPP ( 0 ) 

UBLB  ,  The approximate   1001  percent lower and upper confidence bounds for   

 .  The system failure intensity 

1 , 2  The designated confidence coefficients for the two sided  1001   percent confidence intervals of the MTBF. 

2  The value of the Chi-square test 

2

MLE  The value of a Chi-square distribution in maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 

  A statistical distribution approximately a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. 
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1.0 Introduction  

1.1 Oil and Gas Industry 

Oil & gas production recovery rates have been increased in the recent years due to various technological advancements in the 

offshore industry. Since a considerably lower amount of new investments are going into this industry, the present oil and gas 

infrastructure has been enforced to cope with these challenging operational requirements due to extended petroleum production 

activities. Therefore, the current production requirements to operate the same facilities beyond their design life are considered by 

the oil and gas industry. It is expected that these offshore platforms should continue their operations with appropriate maintenance 

actions under the required structural integrity and system safety levels beyond their design lives [1]. Furthermore, new structural 

and system upgrades should be initiated to improve operational reliability in such offshore platforms. The operational reliability 

in the oil and gas industry can be categorized under three main considerations [2-3]: availability (i.e. production conditions), safety 

(i.e. risk analysis, safety systems availability) and maintainability (i.e. critical analysis, life cycle cost, life extensions). However, 

the oil and gas industry is struggling to identify critical operational reliability requirements for aging offshore facilities under 

appropriate cost-effective maintenance actions.  

This study focuses on quantifying the operational reliability of an offshore power plant with several gas turbine engines as the 

main contribution.  Since offshore power plants play a crucial operational role in the oil and gas industry, in which consist of 

various engine-power configurations to satisfy the power requirements and improve the availability of offshore operations. Such 

engines are operating under harsh ocean environmental conditions, therefore condition monitoring (CM) and conditions based 

maintenance (CBM) approaches have often been implemented.  On the other hand industrial power plants are life critical systems 

in aging offshore platforms. Therefore, the failure behavior (i.e. failure rate and failure intensity) on such offshore power plants, 

based on CM data, can be used to overcome the respective diagnostic and prognostic challenges and evaluate the success in the 

past and present maintenance policies. That, i.e. diagnostic and prognostic challenges and evaluate to maintenance policies in 

offshore power plants, can be two important applications, where the outcome of this study can be used.  

1.2 Gas Turbine Engines 

A general overview of an industrial gas turbine engine with the respective systems/subsystems is presented in Figure 1.  That 

consists of the main systems [4]: compressor, gas generator (GG) including combustor and gas turbine (GT) and power turbine 

(PT); with the respective subsystems: starting system, air intake, compressor, combustion system, HP (high pressure) turbine, LP 

(low pressure) turbine (power turbine), starting system, accessory drive, fuel system, fire and gas protection, lubrication system, 

control and monitoring, exhaust, and other miscellaneous [5]. Various health management applications (HMAs) for these systems 

and subsystems have been developed by the aero-space under system reliability studies [6-7].  A range of parameters that should 
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be monitored under such HMAs in aero-space and industrial gas turbine engines are presented with the respective system symptoms 

and fault correlations in the study in [3]. The symptoms and fault correlations that relate to the critical components of gas turbine 

engines are identified under failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) in [8]. The gas turbine engine technology used by the 

aerospace industry has also been adopted by the offshore industry with additional modifications, where several technological 

modifications against harsh ocean environmental conditions are introduced.  Those modifications consist of additional sub-systems, 

such air filtering, acoustics, lubrication starting and wash systems [8].  

1.3 Engine Health Management 

This study forces on system reliability of offshore power plants that consist of various gas turbine engines. Therefore, the same 

HMAs have been used by the aerospace industry and can be adopted towards offshore power plants to improve their technical 

integrity, i.e. the operation risk can be reduced and the operational efficiency can be improved. An overview of such HMAs of gas 

turbine engines is presented in Figure 2, where both conventional and modern approaches are summarized. The CM data are 

collected as real-time measurements (i.e. components pressure, temperature and speed), event data (i.e. system failure and 

shutdown events) and maintenance records (i.e. overhauls and repairs) in these applications. These data sets are used to develop 

various mathematical models for HMAs of gas turbine engines. In traditional HMAs, the mathematical models are identified by 

selecting a set of system states and parameters, i.e. linear or nonlinear relationships, and calculated by various estimation 

algorithms.  Hence, estimated system states and parameters and their deviations are compared with some threshold values to 

evaluate the health conditions of gas turbine engines. Furthermore, appropriate estimation algorithms are used to observe 

unmeasurable states and parameters of gas turbine engines.  The undesirable deviations of system states and parameters trigger the 

respective alarms, if the tolerances are exceeding the respective threshold values. Such situations are identified as system 

degradation conditions of gas turbine engines. It is expected that critical system failures in gas turbine engines can be detected at 

an early stage by considering state and parameter deviations and that may prevent overall offshore power plant failures. 

  The mathematical models that are proposed for HMAs are summarized in this section. One should note that the initial studies 

on HMAs for gas turbine engines are developed by the national aeronautics and space administration (NASA), USA, to improve 

the air transport safety issues ([10], [11], [12]) and used for both operational and maintenance requirements [13].  That can be 

divided into two approaches (see Figure 2):  gas path analysis (GPA) and performance seeking control (PSC). Both approaches are 

used in HMAs of gas turbine engines. GPA is a diagnostic process used to observe the health conditions of  gas turbine engines by 

observing a selected set of parameters that relate to the respective gas path components [14]. A list of the respective gas path 

components (i.e. steady-state station numbers, modules, and sensors) is presented in [15].  In general, these parameters consist of 

various component efficiencies and gas flow conditions. Those are estimated by measuring pressure, temperature and rotational 

speed values of the respective components of a gas turbine engine.   Even though gas turbine engines operate around fixed operation 
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points, the respective aero-thermodynamic parameters can vary due to power and ambient conditions at the engine inlet [16]. e.g. 

the inlet pressure and temperature values of a gas turbine engine can vary due to the environmental conditions and contribute to 

aero-thermodynamic parameter deviations. Hence, GPA calculations should be corrected for these variations and several parameter 

correction factors are introduced in [17].  

PSC can be considered as an advanced version of GPA, where additional mathematical techniques [18] in system modeling, 

parameter estimation and control optimization are used [19].  A PSC approach, i.e. a model based real-time adaptive on-board 

propulsion system optimization algorithm, with inflight thrust calculations is presented in [20].  Furthermore, the same approach 

is expanded for optimizing aircraft performance by implementing an adaptive trim control in propulsion system under a pseudo-

steady-state cruise mode [21]. 

Both approaches (i.e. GPA and PSC) encounter various technical challenges that degrade HMAs, as summarized in this section.  

Firstly, the bias and variance values of measurement noise can degrade the parameter estimation process. Secondly, the health 

parameters may have various nonlinear relationships that cannot be observed from sensor measurements. Thirdly, a large number 

of sensors are required to estimate system states and parameters. Even though these challenges can partially be addressed by 

estimating a subset of health parameters (i.e. a reduced order mathematical model) [22] and incorporating sensor noise into 

estimation algorithms [23, 24] with additional disturbance attention methods [25],  the complexities (i.e. nonlinearities) in GPA 

and PSC approaches can still degrade  HMAs of gas turbine engines. 

 This study proposes to use system events data (see the green colored box in Figure 2) to derive the failure behavior of gas 

turbine engines. The events data (i.e. failure and shutdown events) are used in the recent literature to derive the respective 

mathematical models in HMAs and that can be divided into two categories (see Figure 2):  failure transition diagrams and stochastic 

processes.  Failure transition diagrams represent the probability of  system transitions from one state to another during its 

operational period.  These states may consist of various health conditions and that can be categorized as: complete operable states, 

operable states with minor faults, operable states with major faults, and inoperable states. One should note that various stochastic 

processes have been used in many HMAs for modeling the failures behavior of industrial systems [26].  The same concept is 

adopted in this study to estimate the system failure intensity in a selected  gas turbine engine. Furthermore, stochastic process 

models can also be accommodated into failure transition diagrams, where the failure behavior predictions in industrial systems can 

be further improved. Stochastic process models with statistical methods [27] and signal processing & soft computing techniques 

[27] to overcome various challenges in systems diagnostics, prognostics and maintenance [28-30] of gas turbine engines are also 

presented in the respective literature.  

1.4 Condition Monitoring 

Understanding the failure behavior of an offshore power plant under various system failures due to age related degradation 
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conditions is an important part of this study. The power plant consists of several gas turbine engines and each gas turbine engine 

is equipped with CM facilities.  The system failure structure of gas turbines can be used to model the overall power plant behavior 

by considering subsystem/component faults and failure transitions (i.e. under failure transition diagrams).  The historical CM data 

in gas turbine engines should be available to develop such system failure structures, grouped into two categories.  The first category 

is the top-down concept, where an average engine performance trend as a function of an engine cycle is defined and that 

characterizes the average engine deterioration at a selected engine usage level. The second category is the bottom-up concept, 

where component health conditions and maintenance data can be used to determine the probable effect of the deterioration of each 

part.   

 This study considers on the first category, where the average engine performance as a function of engine cycles is analyzed 

under the event data (i.e. CM data) of a selected gas turbine engine. Even though the second category should complement the first 

category, these offshore industrial platforms have not been facilitated to collect comprehensive details on component health 

conditions and maintenances throughout their lifetime. Therefore, the system failure intensity that has derived from  the event data 

from a selected gas turbine engine is categorized as an average engine performance measure in this study. One should note that the 

system failure intensity can also be used to evaluate the present and past maintenance actions (i.e. maintenance interventions with 

consistence intervals) in relation to the operational costs. These operational cost calculations also relate to the engine deterioration 

conditions and derive from the detailed information (i.e. collected, documented and analyzed service usage data) on engine 

performance deteriorations, component conditions, component replacement-repair rates and maintenance practices [31]. These 

cost calculations can also be used to identify the most critical and expensive component failures (i.e. the most crucial system 

failures) of gas turbine engines by considering the respective maintenance actions and that information can be used to develop 

cost-effective maintenance policies. 

2.0 System Modeling 

2.1  System details 

An offshore industrial power plant, i.e. a floating production, storage and offloading (FPSO) unit, in Campos Basin, Rio de 

Janeiro, is considered in this study [32]. These FPSO units are used by the offshore industry to receive, process and store the 

hydrocarbons that are produced from nearby offshore platforms and sub-sea production systems. This power plant consists of 4 

turbo-generators of aero-derivative gas turbine engines with normal capacity of 25000 (kW), coupled with electric generators with 

normal capacity of 28750 (kVA). These aero-derivative gas turbine engines consist of higher efficiency with faster star-up periods 

[33] and support the required gird load of the offshore platform approximately 35-45 (MW). i.e. each generator is rated 

approximately for 12-15 (MW). Therefore, at least 3 generators should be operated to satisfy the power requirement of the offshore 

platform.  
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2.2  System Model 

The CM data set from a selected gas turbine engine is considered in this section to derive an appropriate mathematical model to 

calculate its failure intensity. Gas turbine engines are repaired after various component failures and those system failures can be 

considered as stochastic events [34]. The total operational period of the gas turbine engine is denoted as  T0  and that has a 

number of failure events of )(TN . It is assumed that system maintenance actions have not been disturbed the failure intensity of 

the gas turbine engine during this period, where these system failures are recovered by a same number of repairs with negligible 

time periods.  These system failure events are considered as an independent, identically distributed (IID) random variable and that 

can be molded as homogenous Poisson processes (HPP) with the respective failure rates. repairable systems are often modelled as 

HPPs, where the inter-occurrence times of those failure events are independent with exponential behavior (i.e. constant system 

failure rates).  One should note that system maintenance with "perfect repair" or replacement "as good as new" is assumed under 

HPPs (i.e. a renewal process).  However, a constant failure rate cannot capture the system reliability throughout its life cycle, i.e. 

that behavior can be limited to a small part of the system life. Therefore, other system operational conditions such as mission 

reliability, reliability growth or deterioration, and maintenance policies cannot be included under constant failure rate models. 

System failures under "minimal repair" (i.e. as bad as old) are assumed in this study to develop a nonhomogeneous Poisson process 

(NHPP) that consists of a varying failure rate.  The system failure rate in a NHPP model can have an increasing or decreasing trend 

and categorize as the system failure intensity of the selected system.  Furthermore, this failure trend can be calculated by using  the 

event data of the selected gas turbine engine under the Laplace trend test (LTT) and that is described in the following section.  

2.3  Laplace Trend Test 

A system failure rate with increasing (i.e. deteriorating), constant (i.e. neither deteriorating nor improving) or decreasing (i.e. 

improving) trends can be captured by the LTT [35] and that for a selected system can be written as: 

   TN
T

T

TN

X

U

TN

i

i

L
12

1

2

)(

1 


                            (1) 

when  0LU : has a decreasing failure trend (i.e. increasing reliability), 0LU : has an increasing failure trend (i.e. decreasing 

reliability) and 0LU : has a neither increasing nor decreasing failure trend (i.e. neither decreasing nor increasing  reliability) in 

the system reliability. The test statistics are approximated to a standard normal distribution, therefore the significant level of the 

results can be observed from a standard normal table. e.g.  for 96.1LU , the results satisfy the statistical significance level of  

95%.  
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2.4  Failure Rate 

A NHPP as a failure trend model for a system is considered in this section. One should note that the time intervals between two 

failures are not IID in a NHPP, because the system age influences the system failure rate. Hence, the failure intensity of a system 

can be written as [36]: 

  1  tt                            (2) 

when 1 ,  t  is decreasing (i.e. infant mortality phase), 1 ,  t  is a constant (i.e. useful life phase) and 1 ,  t  

is  increasing  (i.e.  wear-out phase) in the respective system. Furthermore, these conditions (i.e. 1 , 1  and 1 ) also 

relate to the different sections of the famous "bath-tub curve" of a system life cycle [37].  

2.5  Expected Number of Failures 

The power-law mean value function (i.e. the expected number of failures,) for a NHPP with the failure intensity in (2) during the 

time period  ii tt 1  can be written as ([38]-[39]): 

     11   iiiii ttnttN                           (3) 

 Hence, the probability of encountering in  failures during the same time period can be written as: 
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Considering (3), the expected number of failures during the system age  T0  can be simplified as: 

   TTN                            (5) 

Furthermore, the mission reliability (i.e. the probability that the system functionalities satisfy the mission without any failures) for 

the system age  ii tt 1  can be written as: 
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2.6  Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

The parameters of the NHPP model in (1) should be estimated to identify the failure intensity of a system.  That can be done by 

considering an event data set (i.e. system failure events) of the system under the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). One 

should note that the MLE has several optimal properties with respect to the parameter estimation process [40]. Considering (4), 

the likelihood function [41] can be written as: 
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Considering (7), the log likelihood function can be written as: 

     !logloglog,log
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                            (8) 

The partial derivatives of (8) with respect to both parameters,   and  , are considered for  the MLE and resulted in: 
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Hence, the MLE values of   and   should satisfy the following conditions: 
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                           (10) 

One should note that the solution in (10) can be calculated iteratively and that has a unique solution for the parameters of   

and  . This solution can be derived for time or failure truncated situations of a system.  A situation with the observations that 

are truncated after a prefixed time interval for a respective number of failures (i.e. the number of failures is a random variable) is 

considered as time truncated.  A situation with the observations truncated after a prefixed number of failures of a respective time 

interval (i.e. the time interval is a random variable) is considered as failure truncated. However, a time truncated situation for the 

time period  ES TT  (i.e. the total operational period) of a system is considered in this study. Hence, (10) can be presented in a 

closed form [42]: 
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 One should note that that (11) can also be simplified [43] for the system age,  T0 , as:  
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2.7  Unbiased Estimate 

Furthermore, the unbiased estimator for  in (12) for the system age,  T0  can be written as [38]:  

 ˆ
)(

1)(

TN

TN 
                           (13) 

One should note that ̂  is the unbiased estimator for the parameter,   in (12). 

2.8 Confidence Bounds and Hypotheses Testing 

The confidence bounds for the true value of  under the MLE can be derived by considering a Chi-square distribution with 

)(2 TN  degrees of freedom [36, 38]:  






ˆ

)(22 TN
MLE                            (14) 

where )(TN  is moderate  with statistics  
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 TN . Therefore,  the approximate confidence bounds (i.e. the 

  1001  percent lower and upper confidence bounds) for  can be written as: 
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Furthermore, the respective lower and upper confidence bounds for    can be written as: 
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                        (16) 

One should note that (15) and (16) are categorized as the conservative simultaneous confidence bounds (i.e. the    10011    

percent lower and upper confidence bounds) for   and  .  

2.9  Goodness-of-fit Test 

The model parameters in (11)  should be calculated to identify the failure intensity of a system, then the model in (2) that predicts 

estimated system failures should be compared with actual system failures to evaluate system-model uncertainties. That can be done 

by two statistical tests (i.e. goodness-of-fit tests): Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test and Chi-square test. 

2.9.1 Cramer-Von Mises Goodness of  Fit Test 

The Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test can be written as [44]: 
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Cramer-Von Mises goodness statistics can be used to test various hypothesis, where the proposed NHPP model capabilities with 

the estimated parameters to capture the actual system failure events of a system can be evaluated. That is done by introducing two 

hypothesis under the Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test:  hypothesis 1H : system failures with a constant failure rate (i.e. 1

,) and hypothesis 2H  : system failures with a NHPP with the proposed intensity function (i.e.   is unspecified). The test outcome 

can be summarized as: if 2
MC  is less than the selected critical value, then  hypothesis 

1H  is rejected and  hypothesis 2H  is accepted 

at the respective significant level. Therefore, the proposed failure intensity model in (2) with the estimated parameters of   and 

   can be accepted [38]. Otherwise the test results are inconclusive.   

2.9.2 Chi-square Test 

The Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test requires that the initial time should be 0 (Hrs). Therefore, that test cannot be 

implemented on a system with various erroneous data conditions (i.e. missing data, varying failure intensity, and unknown system 

age situations) [45]. The Chi-square test with 2dN  degrees of freedom is proposed to overcome such situations (i.e. the events 

data with several discrete data intervals) and that can be written as [36]: 

  iii
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                          (18) 

2.10  Erroneous Data Conditions 

It is expected that the proposed failure intensity model of a selected gas turbine engine may not satisfy the required goodness-

of-fit test in some situations due to various erroneous data intervals in CM data [46]. e.g. a large number of failures can be reported 

within a small-time interval due to several startup failures in a gas turbine engine.  Therefore, the following steps are proposed to 

identify and isolate such erroneous data intervals in the CM data.  

 Firstly, the event data (i.e. CM data) of a selected gas turbine engine are used to derive the proposed failure intensity 

model in (12) and categorized as "single interval data analysis".  

 Then, the model is tested with the goodness-of-fit test in (17) with the actual failure events. 

  If the proposed model fails to satisfy the goodness-of-fit test, then the erroneous data intervals from the recorded events 

are identified and isolated, i.e. the event data interval separates into sub data intervals. 

 Then, several failure intensity models are derived for each sub data interval and categorized as "multi-interval data 

analysis". 

 Finally, each new model is also tested with the goodness-of-fit test in (17) & (18) with the actual failure events. 

Furthermore, this process should continue until the proposed failure intensity models satisfy the goodness-of-fit tests within the 

required confidence interval.  
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2.11 Mean Time between Failures 

The proposed failure intensity model (i.e. that satisfies the goodness-of-fit test within the required confidence interval) in (2) 

can be used to calculate the instantaneous mean time between failures (MTBF) [47] for the same system and that can be written as 

[48]: 

    
1

1ˆ1 ˆˆˆˆ








  tttM                           (19) 

Furthermore, the confidence interval for  tM̂  provides the measure of uncertainty around the calculated value in (19). Hence, 

the two sided  1001   percent confidence intervals (i.e. the lower and upper confidence bounds) can be written as: 

     tMtMtM ˆˆˆ
21                            (20) 

where 1  and 2  can be obtained from the available data tables in [44]. 

 

3.0 Parameter Estimation 

 

The proposed failure intensity model of a selected gas turbine engine is derived in this section by considering its CM data set. This 

data set consists of various system shutdown and failure events of the gas turbine engine and those events are visualized in a more 

detailed view in the following figures.  

3.1 Failure Events 

The system shutdown and failure periods, i.e. the event data, for the selected gas turbine engine in the last 4 year period are 

presented in Figure 3. Various failure events are recorded with respect to subsystem and component faults in the gas turbine engine.  

A summary of those events (i.e. shutdown and failure events) and their respective event codes are presented in Table I. One should 

note that 34 event codes with respect to gas turbine engines are considered in this study. Furthermore, a summary of the total 

shutdown and failure events that are obtained from the same data set for the same gas turbine engine for the same period is presented 

in Table II. This event data set consists of 34708 (Hrs) and that period is divided into 10 operational intervals (i.e. each 3500 (Hrs) 

data interval) in the figure to improve the information visibility. The shutdown and failure periods are denoted as blue and red 

blocks, respectively in the same figure. Then, the cumulative non-shutdown period for the gas turbine engine is derived from the 

same data set, where the shutdown periods are removed by connecting the non-shutdown periods. A connection point of two non-

shutdown periods is considered as an event separator, i.e. combined non-shutdown period (CNSP) separators (see Figure 4), and 

such event separators are introduced to track continues non-shutdown periods. Furthermore, the respective failure periods are also 

adjusted accordance with the removed shutdown periods. Therefore, the combined non-shutdown period has reduced to 23649 

(Hrs) from the total period of 34708 (Hrs). The CNSP, respective event separators, and adjusted failure periods are also presented 

in Figure 4. One should note that the failure periods of the gas turbine engine are compressed as the respective failure events, i.e. 
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CNSP separators. This step assumes that the system failure events of the gas turbine engine are recovered by a same number of 

repairs with negligible maintenance periods.  The total operational period (i.e. the system age) of the gas turbine engine is derived 

by this step and approximately reduced from 23649 (Hrs) to 22596 (Hrs). The system operational period (i.e. calculated operational 

hours (COHs)), COH event separators, and failure events are presented in Figure 5.  

It is observed that an internal data processing unit in the gas turbine engine also records its respective operational hours.  Those 

events are categorized as the machine recorded operational hours (MROHs) and presented with the MROH event separators in the 

same figure. It is expected that the MROHs should coincide with the COHs because the both data sets represent the same shutdown 

and failure events of the gas turbine engine.  One should note that this approach considers the same failure events of the gas turbine 

engine by analyzing two data sets (i.e. COHs from an external data recording system and MROHs from internal data recording 

system). Therefore, the accuracy of the respective failure events and data recording systems can be verified. However, the results 

(see Figure 5) show  the MROHs have shorter periods with respect to the COHs of the gas turbine engine. Therefore, the reasons 

for such time variations are further investigated. It is noted that the system start-up and shutdown hours, i.e. time periods, have not 

been properly recorded under the MROHs, because the internal data processing unit may not operate properly during the start-up 

and shutdown periods. Therefore, the MROHs consist of shorter periods than the COHs and that have introduced the time variations 

between the COHs and MROHs. However, the number of failures events coincides in both systems, i.e. COHs and MROHs, 

therefore that is a good indication to show that the failure events are occurred in the respective order.  Furthermore, it is also 

concluded that the same gas turbine engine has been used throughout the CM period (i.e. the machine has not been replaced with 

another machine) by considering the continuous MROH values. 

The number of failures of the gas turbine engine at each short-time interval with respect to the system age (i.e. the operational 

period) is calculated by considering the COHs and presented in plot (a) of Figure 6. The number of failure events in this time 

period is calculated as 110 (see Table 2) and the respective periods of the MROHs and COHs with respect to each failure event are 

presented in plot (b) of Figure 6. Furthermore, the respective errors between the MROHs and COHs are presented in plot (c) of 

Figure 6. In general, the error values between the MROHs and COHs are increasing along the system age due to the internal data 

processing unit failures as discussed previously. One should note that these errors have increased to a larger value and then 

decreased to a much lower value in some situation. That outcome shows that the internal data processing unit introduces additional 

time-delays on recording the MROHs. 
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A failure transition diagram  derived by the COHs for the same system events of the gas turbine engine is presented in in Figure 7. 

This diagram consists the conditional probability (i.e. the number along the state transition arrow) of the system transition from 

one fault state to another fault state. One should note that the criticality of each system fault is presented by various colors (i.e. red: 

the most critical and blue: the least critical) and radii, where the respective event codes (i.e. the last three numbers of the events 

from 79.000 to 79.126) are also denoted (see Table I). The conditional probability values are estimated by considering the number 

of failure transitions of the gas turbine engine from one fault state to another fault state. Therefore, each fault state consists of 

several transition situations to its own state and other fault states. The number of failure transitions to its own state and other fault 

states is divided by the total number to failure transitions from each fault state to calculate the respective conditional probability 

values.  Therefore, this diagram shows the respective relationships among various system faults in the gas turbine engine. e.g.  how 

frequent each system fault can occur and the possible future faults from the present system fault. The same information can be 

used to derive appropriate maintenance policies (i.e. to avoid criticality system faults) in offshore power plants and that is beyond 

the scope of this study.  

3.2 Single Interval Data Analysis 

Single interval data analysis is considered in this section. The LTT in (1) is used to evaluate the system failure trend in the gas 

turbine engine by considering the COHs and the outcome can be written as:  

1.1894LU                           (21) 

  Therefore, this gas turbine engine has a slightly increasing failure trend (i.e. decreasing reliability is concluded by (21)) with the 

respective statistical significance of 88%. The proposed NHPP in (2) for modeling the system failure intensity of the gas turbine 

engine is considered with a time truncated situation (i.e. the system age as (Hrs) 22596T ). The model parameters in (2) are 

derived by considering the COHs with  (12) and the outcome can be written as: 

0.0028ˆ   

1.0542ˆ                            (22)  

      One should note that this gas turbine engine is in a slightly wear-out phase. Hence, the unbiased estimate of  can be calculated 

by (13) and the outcome can be written as:         

1.0447                           (23) 

Furthermore, the approximate confidence bounds for   with the lower and upper confidence bounds  can be calculated by  (15) 

and the outcome can be written as: 

9254.0LB  

1831.1UB                           (24) 
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Similarly, the lower and upper confidence bounds for   can be calculated by (16)  and the outcome can be written as: 

4105879.6 LB  

0121.0UB                           (25) 

     One should note that the   81%  conservative simultaneous confidence bounds for   and   are presented in (24) and (25) with 

1.  and 1. . These model parameters are used to derived the following figures. The failure intensity for the gas turbine engine 

in (2) with the parameter values in (22) with respect to the system age is presented in plot (a) of Figure 8.  Furthermore, the 

respective mission reliability in (12) for  a 15 day (i.e. 360 (Hrs)) time interval is presented in plot (b) of Figure 8.  One should 

note that the mission reliability is decreasing with respect to the system age in this situation. The expected number of failures with 

in the next 15 day (i.e. 360 (Hrs)) time period at the system age, 22596 (Hrs),  is calculated by (5) and resulted in 1.85 failure 

events per 15 days (i.e. MTBF is approximately 194.85 (Hrs)).   Therefore, it is concluded that approximately 2 system failures in 

average in every 16 days (i.e. operational days) can be encountered by this gas turbine engine under the present operational 

conditions.  The instantaneous MTBF in (19) for the same gas turbine engine is presented in plot (c) of Figure 8. One should note 

that the MTBF value has converged approximately to 194.85  (Hrs) (i.e. 8.12 (days).) at  the respective system age. The estimated 

lower and upper bounds for the MTBF with two-sided 90% confidence intervals are calculated by (20) and the outcome can be 

written as: 

  (Hrs) 48.246)(22596ˆ) (Hrs 27.156  HrsTM                                    (26) 

where the respective table values can be extrapolated as 802.01   and 265.12  . Considering these calculations, it is concluded 

that the gas turbine engine can encounter one system failure from 6.51 (days) (156.27 (Hrs)) to 10.27 (days)  (246.46 (Hrs)). The 

actual and predicted (i.e. estimated) failures of the gas turbine engine with respect to its system age are presented in plot (a) of 

Figure 9. One should note that the predicted failures are derived from the failure intensity model in (2) with the respective 

parameters in (22).  Furthermore, the actual and predicted (i.e. estimated)  average failure rates for the gas turbine engine under 10 

discrete data intervals are presented in plot (b) of Figure 9. It is noted that the actual average failure rates have relatively higher 

values with compared to the actual estimated failure rates in two situations. Both plots show an increasing failure trend with respect 

to the system age and some deviations of the actual failures with respect to the predicted failures for the gas turbine engine can 

also be noted.    
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As the final step of this data analysis, a goodness-of-fit test is conducted with respect to the actual and predicted system failure 

events.  The Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit in (17) for the failure intensity model in (2) with the estimated parameters in (22) 

is conducted to evaluate the system-model uncertainties in relation to failure events of the gas turbine engine. The requirements 

for the Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit can be summarized as [43]:  22
TM CC  , then the model is accepted for the same 

significant level, where  N=110, 01.0  and  34.0
2
TC . The Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test for this model is calculated 

by (17) with the outcome of 0.4315 2 MC . Therefore, the model in (2) with the respective parameter values in (22) has failed to 

satisfy the Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit with in the respective significant level because of  22
TM CC  . Considerable 

deviations from the actual system failures with respect to the predicted system failures in the gas turbine engine are observed in 

some situations and that can be confirmed by these test results.  

However, several important observations are also noted during this data analysis. Firstly, ̂  can be approximated to 1, therefore 

the LTT supports neither increasing nor decreasing failure trends with the respective statistical significance.  Secondly, a large 

number of failures are observed in two time intervals, i.e. approximately around 10 000 (Hrs) and 18 923 (Hrs) of the system age 

(see plot (b) Figure 9), and that may relate to repeated start-up and shutdown failures or component failures in the gas turbine 

engine. Thirdly, this gas turbine engine has gone through various maintenance policies during its life time.  These policy variations 

can also influence on the system failure intensity, therefore the gas turbine engine can have several failure intensity levels in 

different sectors of its system age, rather than a single failure intensity model. Therefore, one or more such reasons may have 

introduced some erroneous data conditions into the COHs. That have eventually influenced on the proposed failure intensity model 

of the gas turbine engine, where a considerable deviation of the actual system failures with respect to the predicted system failures 

are observed. 

As the next step of this analysis, the same gas turbine engine with several failure intensity levels in different sectors of its system 

age is considered to overcome the goodness-of-fit test failure. Furthermore, the respective sectors of the system age of this gas 

turbine engine are analyzed.  A detailed view of the  failure events (with error codes) of the gas turbine engine is presented in plots 

(a) of Figure 10. The total number of the  failure events with respect to the system age is presented in plot (b) of the same figure 

and that has derived by considering a data interval of 672 (Hrs).  Two large increments in the actual system failures of the gas 

turbine engine can be observed approximately around 10 000 (Hrs) and 18 923 (Hrs) of the system life (see plot (b) Figures 9) as 

discussed previously. Therefore, such situations are considered as erroneous data conditions and that are isolated from the data 

analysis, i.e. those situations have separated the system life of the gas turbine engine into several sectors. The LTT is used again 

to analyze these life sectors of the gas turbine engine.  
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3.3 Multi-Interval Data Analysis 

The LTT with  672 (Hrs) time intervals for the COHs  is analyzed in this section by separating the system life of the gas turbine 

engine into several sectors. It is assumed that that each data interval starts from 0 (Hrs) continue to 672 . i (Hrs) of the system age, 

where i = 1, 2, …65 (i.e. the data interval length is increased continuously by adding each sector). One should note that this 

approach can be used to observe the variations in the failure trends in the gas turbine engine throughout its system life and the test 

results are presented in plot (c) of Figure 10. The significance level of 0.10, the critical value of 1.645 (i.e. the standard normal 

table), is also presented  in  dotted lines in the same figure.  The results show   0LU   until the system age approximately 10000 

(Hrs) and 0LU  for the rest of the system age. Therefore, it is concluded that the gas turbine engine has an increasing failure trend 

until the system age approximately 10000 (Hrs) and a decreasing failure trend for the rest of the system age (i.e. two failure rates). 

Therefore, the COHs are divided into two data intervals (i.e. the system life of the gas turbine engine into several sectors as data 

interval I and II), where the respective failure intensity models for the gas turbine engine are calculated.    

3.3.1 Data interval I 

The first data interval is considered as   ).(100000 1 HrsTS   and the respective parameters for the failure intensity model in (2) 

are calculated by (12) and the outcome can be written as:         

0.0298ˆ   

0.7612ˆ                            (27) 

The total number of failure events in this data interval is calculated as 33 and (27) is denoted as Model 1. One should note that 

1ˆ   for this data interval, therefore some improvements in the system reliability of the gas turbine engine due to maintenance 

actions are concluded. Furthermore, the Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test in (23) for this model is calculated for 331 N  

and the outcome can be written as :  0.2783 2 MC . Hence, hypothesis 
1H  is rejected because   22 337.0 MT CC   for the significant 

level of 01.0 , where the failure intensity model in (2) with the respective parameters in (27) is accepted for the respective data 

interval. The first data interval (int. 1) with the actual (Actual) and predicted (Model 1) system failures is presented in plot (a) of 

Figure 11. Furthermore, the data interval,     1 210000 10307.5 S ST (Hrs) T (Hrs)   , is considered as an erroneous region, 

where 19 failures have occurred.  A zoomed view of this erroneous data region is presented in plot (b) of the same figure.  

3.3.2 Data interval II 

The second data interval is considered as     2 10307.5 22596 ST (Hrs) T (Hrs    and the respective parameters for the 

failure intensity model in (2) are calculated by (11) and the outcome can be written as:         
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.000182ˆ   

1.308ˆ                            (28) 

The total number of failure events in this data interval is calculated as 70 and (28) is denoted as Model 2. One should note that 

1ˆ   for this data interval, therefore some degradations in the system reliability of the gas turbine engine due to ageing effects 

and/or maintenance actions can be concluded. The second data interval  (int. 2) with the actual (Actual) and predicted (Model 2)  

system failures is presented in plot (a) of Figure 11. Furthermore, the respective failure intensity functions (Model 1 & 2) for the 

gas turbine engine with respect to its system age for both time intervals (i.e. int. 1 & int. 2) are presented in plot (a) of Figure 12.  

The respective mission reliability plots for a 15 day (i.e. 360 (Hrs)) interval under both time intervals are also presented is presented 

in plot (b) of the same figure. One should note that the mission reliability has an increasing trend in data interval I and a decreasing 

trend in data interval II. Therefore, a considerable reliability reduction in the mission reliability of this gas turbine engine can be 

noted after the first 10 000 (Hrs) of the system age despite the maintenance actions.  The expected number of failure with next 15 

days (i.e. 360 (Hrs)) at the end of operational hours of 22596 (Hrs) is calculated as 1.89 failures per 15 days (i.e. 360 (Hrs)).  One 

should note that this expected number of failures of the gas turbine engine is slightly higher than the previously calculated value 

(i.e. approximated to 1.85 failure events per 15 days).  However, the previous conclusion, approximately 2 system failures per 

every 16 days (i.e. operational days), can still be held under these calculations.  The instantaneous MTBF for the gas turbine engine 

in both time intervals (i.e. int. 1 & int. 2) is presented in plot (c) of Figure 12.   

One should note that the MTBF value is reduced to 191.15 (Hrs) (i.e. 7.97 (days).) at the end of the 2-nd time interval, therefore 

the gas turbine may have a slightly higher failure rate than the previously calculated value (i.e. approximated to 8.12 (days)). The 

estimated lower and upper bound for the MTBF with 90% confidence interval can be calculated by (20) and the outcome can be 

written as [43]:         

  (Hrs) 80.241)(22596ˆ) (Hrs 30.153  HrsTM                                (37) 

Therefore, the gas turbine engine can approximately encounter one system failure during 6.39 (days) to 10.08 (days) during the 2-

nd time interval. The Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test cannot be implemented on data interval II as previously discussed.  

Therefore, the   Chi-square test is used with 8dN  (i.e. the total number of data intervals), and the results are summarized in 

Figure 13.  The actual and predicted failures of the gas turbine engine are presented in plots (a) and (b) of Figure 13, respectively. 

Furthermore, the i-th data interval chi-square value,    






  iiii N  ˆˆ 22 ,  is presented in plot (c) of Figure 13, where i = 1, 2, …, 

8.  Finally, the summation of the chi-square values up to the i-th data interval,   iii
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, is presented in plots (d) of Figure 
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13. Furthermore, the required critical values for the significant level of 0.01    with the degree of freedom (df) 6 and 3 are also 

presented in the same plot.  

As presented in the figure, the chi-square value at i = 8 (see plot (d) Figure 13) exceeds the required critical value (i.e. 2
01.0 ) 

for the significant level of 0.01    with df=6. Therefore, the predicted system events in the proposed failure intensity model in 

(2) with the respective parameters in (36) are slightly deviated from the actual system events for data interval II. However, the chi-

square value at i = 5 (see plot (d) Figure 13), is below the required critical value, 2
01.0 , for the significant level of  0.01   with 

df=4. . Therefore, the predicted system events in the failure intensity model in (2) with the respective parameters in (28) (i.e. Model 

2) have satisfied the actual system events for a section (i.e. from 10 307.5 (Hrs) to 18 000 (Hrs)) of data interval II. One can observe 

that the gas turbine engine has encountered another multiple failure situation approximately at the system age of 18 923 (Hrs) (see 

Figure 9) and that has introduced another erroneous region in the COHs. Hence, Model 2 of the gas turbine engine has satisfied 

the Cramer-Von Mises goodness-of-fit test until the system age of 18 923 (Hrs). It is recommended that  this erroneous data interval 

should also be removed from the COHs and the proposed process  should be repeated for data interval II. 

4.0 Conclusions 

 

This study focuses on system reliability analysis of an offshore power plant with several gas turbine engines, where the failure 

intensity of a selected gas turbine engines under varying maintenance actions is quantified, realistically. The proposed reliability 

models can be used to observe the system availability of the respective offshore power plant under condition based inspections and 

maintenance. That has been achieved by the following steps:  

 Firstly, a failure transition diagram for the respective gas turbine is derived.  

 Secondly, the failure intensity, i.e. mathematical model, of a selected gas turbine engine is estimated by removing the 

erroneous data conditions from the event data set of the same.  

 Thirdly, the model satisfactory on a goodness- of-fit test is also evaluated to observe its accuracy.  

 Fourthly, the same failure intensity model is used to calculate the meantime between failures (MTBF) and mission 

reliability values. 

The proposed approach consists of a combination of several statistical analysis methods to overcome various erroneous data 

conditions (i.e. in event data) that may create many challenges in estimating the system reliability of offshore gas turbine engines. 

Such erroneous data conditions can degrade the parameter estimation process of the failure intensity models and those data regions 

should be removed before the parameter estimation process. The different sectors of the system life of a gas turbine engine may 

have different failure intensity values [45, 46] due to the reasons that have discussed, previously and such situations can be observed 

by the LTT.  It is also assumed that the system failures are recovered by a same number of repairs with negligible time periods in 
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these models. This assumption is introduced to develop appropriate failure intensity models in gas turbine engines. However, some 

variations among  actual and predicted system failures are observed (i.e. system model uncertainties), therefore such assumptions 

should be re-visited to understand those system-model uncertainties.  

It is also noted that these system-model uncertainties (i.e. the failure intensity variations) can occur due to several factors: 

repeated start-up and shutdown failures, component failures [49, 51]  and various maintenance actions [52]. Therefore, these factors 

can introduce some erroneous data regions into system events and that can create several failure intensity levels in different sectors 

of the system life. The required measures should be taken to overcome such situations as proposed in this study, where the 

erroneous regions should be identified and properly isolated from the system event data under so called "multi-interval data 

analysis". Then, the modified system event data can be used to estimate the respective parameters of the failure intensity of a 

selected gas turbine engine, where multiple models are derived with respect to several failure intensity levels in different sectors 

of the system life.  

Finally, these models are tested with the respective goodness-of-fit tests to evaluate the actual and predicted failures of the gas 

turbine engine. This methodology should continue until the failure intensity models satisfy the goodness-of-fit tests and that 

eventually derives better models with multiple failure rates to predict system failure events. It is also noted that unknown 

maintenance actions (i.e. various repairs) may disturb the failure intensity of a gas turbine engine and these maintenance 

information can also play a crucial role in system failure behavior. These failure intensity levels with the respective maintenance 

information should be compared to evaluate the success of the respective maintenance actions. Furthermore, that (i.e. the 

maintenance information) can also be compared with the respective failure transition probabilities (see Figure 7) to evaluate the 

past and present maintenance policies of the respective gas turbine engines.   
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Fig. 1.  Sub-systems of an industrial gas turbine engine 

 

Fig. 2.  Health management applications of industrial gas turbine 

engines 
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Fig. 3: Shutdown and Failure periods for the selected gas turbine engine  

 

Fig. 4: Non-Shutdown and Failure periods for the selected gas turbine engine 
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Fig. 5: Operational period and Failure events for the selected gas turbine engine 

 

Fig. 6: COHs and MROHs data for a selected gas turbine engine 
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Fig. 7: Failure Transition Diagram for the selected gas turbine engine 

 

 

Fig. 8: Proposed model behaviour for the selected gas turbine engine 
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Fig. 9: System and model comparison for the selected gas turbine engine 

 

 
Fig. 10 : Failure events for the selected gas turbine engine 
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Fig. 11 : System-model comparison for the selected gas turbine engine 

 

Fig. 12 : Proposed new model behaviour for the selected gas turbine engine 
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.  

Fig. 13 : Chi-square statistics 

 

 

No Event Description 

Fault 

Code  

1 Changes in the machine status 79.000 

2 Normal Shutdown 79.001 

3 Failsafe Shutdown 79.004 

4 Over-fuel to ignition failure shutdown 79.006 

5 Ignition failure shutdown 79.008 

6 Low pressure compressor: software over-

speed shutdown 

79.010 

No Event Type 

Number of 

Occurrences  

1 Total events 331 

2 Shutdown Events 221 

3 System Failures 110 

Table 2: Event Summary (2008-2012, Petrobras, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil) 
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7 Start system speed: crash re-engagement 

shutdown 

79.012 

8 Gas upstream pressure fault shutdown 79.027 

9 Gas downstream pressure fault shutdown 79.028 

10 Liquid upstream pressure fault shutdown 79.042 

11 Variable inlet guide vane in linear variable 

differential transformer: position error 

shutdown 

79.046 

12 Gas generator module temperature high 

shutdown 

79.064 

13 Gas generator exhaust average temperature 

high shutdown 

79.065 

14 High speed shaft of gearbox:  drive end 

vibration high shutdown 

79.068 

15 Low speed shaft of gearbox:  non drive end 

vibration high shutdown 

79.075 

16 Generator non-drive end vibration  high 

shutdown 

79.081 

17 Gas generator starter differential crash speed 

shutdown 

79.091 

18 High compressor of gas generator: speed low 

shutdown 

79.096 

19 Low compressor of gas generator: speed low 

shutdown 

79.097 

20 Main lube oil rundown tank fill time-out 79.098 

21 Gas generator light-up verification timeout 79.099 

22 Gas generator Acceleration time-out 79.100 

23 Common vibration shutdown 79.111 

24 Fire and gas emergency general alarm 79.113 
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25 Common shutdown 79.116 

26 Excitation trip 79.117 

27 Generator protection shutdown 79.118 

28 Emergency shutdown: pushbutton 2  79.120 

29 Waste heat recovery unit inlet/bypass 

damper linkage failure 

79.123 

30 Hydraulic start control panel shut-down 79.126 

31 Emergency shutdown: pushbutton on main 

generator control panel 

79.145 

32 Emergency shutdown: the whole platform 79.146 

33 Liquid fuel supply pressure low shutdown 79.147 

34 Generator set supply breaker tripped by 

protect 

79.148 

Table 1: Event descriptions and codes (2008-2012, Petrobras, Rio De Janeiro, 

Brazil) 

 

 


